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LA CURANDERA
Textile sculpture
2020 -2021

Finalist Contest “ICPNA Contemporary Art Award”

From fiction and affection, “La Curandera” is born, a sculpture that condenses 
a whole series of nutritional and textile technologies and knowledge. 
An artifact - skeleton brought to the present, full of medicinal substance 
and nutritional power in all its fibers for its exclusive use in healing and 
shamanism.
"La Curandera" is almost a living organism that transforms itself and 
transforms us.

“La Curandera”, Textile work. Unwoven fabric. Mixed tecniques in cotton fibers and copper 
threads, dyed in medicinal plants, rue and cochineal. Medical gauze and ceramic piece. 175 x 
100 x 100 cm.



PARA MI MAMITA
Performance
Huacas Moche, Trujillo, Peru
Exhibition “Magical procedures to return”, Huaqo gallery
September 25th
2021

Photographs: Davis Pérez
Video Registration: Huaqo Gallery

VIMEO LINK:
https://vimeo.com/610254632

“Para mi Mamita” is an action performed  in Cerro Blanco - Huacas Moche, 
Trujillo (Peru), where I make an ascent walk with the intention of generating 
a dialogue with the goddesses and especially with my maternal grandmother, 
whom we called MAMITA.
This sanctuary represented the capital of the Moche Culture (100 CE to 800 
CE)and is located on the north coast of Peru, where my maternal family, 
my grandmother, and my mother are from. Therefore, the action became 
something very meaningful to me; It meant to return to my land of origin to 
perform an action of memory that could go beyond time.
For this walk I took with me a textile artwork that I made between the years 
2014-2016. "Genital Sanctuary of my maternal grandmother" is a fabric in 
golden thread that I made in memory of the death of my grandmother, and 
this year I proposed to extend it to generate an energetic point, where I can 
always return.



MAMA PROTECTORA: Let the wound breathe
Performance and textile work
“Looking of something lost. Peru ... a dream”,National Museum of Peru 
MUNA.
Lima, 2021
Fotografía: Isidro Lambarri

In the context of the celebrations for the Bicentennial of the Independence 
of Peru, I decided to create a fiction, a new story of the birth of the National 
Flag.
According to the Peruvian poet and narrator Abraham Valdelomar, this 
national symbol was created by the Argentine independentist General Don 
José de San Martín, who saw those colors in dreams, in the plumage of 
Andean flamenco birds.
"MAMA PROTECTORA: Let the wound breathe" is a mantle-deity of great 
dimension, which appears on earth to collect the blood of our dead and 
heal the wound of our ancestors. It’s a gauze that embraces our territory, 
covers us and in the healing process it’s stained red, this is how our Peruvian 
National Flag was born.





MUJER BUHO. SIEMPRE VIGILANTES (OWL WOMAN. ALWAYS 
WATCHING)
Performance
2021

“WOMAN OWL. ALWAYS VIGILANTE ”, he began on April 22 with a 
performance in which I became a pre-Hispanic deity. In the Mochica culture 
(2nd and 5th centuries, located on the north coast of Peru), the owl was 
considered one of the main gods, and was related to the occult, night and 
death. A deity who managed to connect the visible world with the invisible 
world. At this moment, the deity became a woman and I made her present to 
observe what happens in our society.

“MUJER BUHO” (Owl Woman), appears on the streets of Lima, to monitor the 
context according to the presidential elections. Likewise, a Peruvian flag is 
created with the phrase “Women and dissidents, always vigilant. Strength and 
Resistance ” to accompany this walk.

This individual march began with my house, and continued through the 
market, my school, squares, police station, the Palace of Justice, Congress of 
the Republic, streets of the Historic Center of Lima, the Cathedral of Lima, 
and finally the Government Palace. The routes I have taken to attend previous 
marches.

Due to the Coronavirus, the government has established certain social 
restrictions so that the contagion or risk figures do not increase. That is why 
I did this walk alone, but with the desire that the abuses and violence of the 
past not be repeated.

Photography: Isidro LC



MUJER WAKA (WAKA WOMAN)
Textile Art and performance 
2021

According to the Peruvian pre-Hispanic tradition, the term “waka” (Quechua) 
is used to designate sacred things such as deities, ancestors, sacred places, 
temples, mummies, stars, animals. “Waka Woman” is an artistic proposal to 
generate a sacred dialogue between body-woman and time-space. It opens 
and shares a universe of possibilities, where the body and its extension 
become magical portals for reflection and for generating power.

“Procedimiento para conectar con mi superficie ancestral” (Procedure to 
connect with my ancestral surface) is a textile drawing made by means of 
threads. Using textile techniques inspired by the Chancay Culture, I make a 
magical fabric that represents my territory as a snake that unites the worlds 
above and below.

“Cuerpos sagrados para ceremonia de protección I y II” (Sacred bodies for 
protection ceremony I and II), are two sister textile works that serve as portals 
to extend myself in all the dimensions that allow me. The red in union with 
my body, become a conduit of energies to revive and strengthen. The black 
one is the portal that allows me to go and return from the darkness, the 
space of wisdom in which our dead, our ancestors are.

When my body dialogues with them, it becomes a sacred space that rises 
above any conflict and becomes a center of force. From them emanate the 
connections to bring together the past and the future, to dialogue with the 
ancestors and deities who inhabited and continue to inhabit with us.

“Procedimiento para conectar con mi superficie ancestral”
Photography: Peiper Studio



“Información para tu sistema”, (Information to understand your system). 125 x 85 cm.





“Cuerpos sagrados para ceremonia de protección I y II”
Photography: Peiper Studio



MAMA TRANSMISIONES (MAMA TRANSMISSIONS)
Textile art and photography
2020-2021

“Mama transmisiones” refers to the protective goddesses, of the 
communities of pre-Hispanic Peru, to our mothers, our land. It is revealed to 
us, as a protective skin that heals and strengthens bodies. Its structure brings 
together vegetable and animal fibers
dyed in medicinal plants, they are also woven with copper wires, a heat-trans-
mitting material, associated with the feminine divinity.

“Mama broadcasts” is a magic skin for constant communication.





PROCESOS PARA SANAR EL CUERPO (PROCESSES TO HEAL THE BODY)
Textile art and processes
2020

The processes of the body dialogue with the textile processes and the dyeing 
from medicinal plants, giving way to a series of rituals for symbolic healing.

How to heal the body? For this I develop a series of processes that allow 
me to generate or invent possible answers. The main objective is to create 
medicinal tissues to heal and reconcile, which become grafts, biopsies or 
independent bodies.
Pre-Hispanic and contemporary techniques brought together to form a 
magical fabric to heal all time.



Rib cage . Mixed technique and Chancay. 100 x 60 cm.
Medicinal tissue. Textile work. 40 x 20 cm.
Heal the dermis. Textile work, reconstruction in Chancay technique. 60 x 20 cm.



OFFERINGS TO CONSUME
Installation, gel capsules, medicinal plants, textile fibers, pins, ceramics and 
glass.
2020

Honorable Mention of the “Passport for an artist” contest of the French 
Alliance in Peru.

The way we live, our body and health are constantly influenced by multiple 
discourses, diagnoses and cures. "Offerings to consume" is an installation 
project, a dialogue between scientific and ancestral medicine that wants us 
to reflect on the relationship of people with these consumption processes, 
customs and expectation of healing.
The installation project becomes a medical platform on which multiple 
gel capsules are present, previously emptied of their vitamin content, and 
cleaned to receive new substances: local medicinal foods. Then, linked 
together, they form links and circuits of power.
"Offerings to consume" is also a criticism of the Peruvian health system, a 
space in which there are still inequalities, deficiencies and mistreatment. 
And this reflection returns us to the importance of offerings in our lives, they 
allow us to establish a bond of harmony between men-women and nature, 
the blessing to live well.





LA CAPACIDAD DE EXPANDIR EL CUERPO  (THE CAPACITY TO EXPAND 
THE BODY)
Installation and textile action
August, 2019

In “INACABADO / INACABAR”, (Unfinished) the works are in a constant 
process of creation to highlight their journey, where experiences, memories 
and identities are brought together.
“La capacidad de expandir el cuerpo” (The capacity to expand the body) is a 
proposal of installation and textile action in constant growth to generate, in a 
symbolic way, the reconciliation and healing of my genetic heritage.

My goal was to make a textile self-portrait that allows me to rebuild and 
expand beyond the limits of my own body, which at that time was undergoing 
medical treatments. My wish was to take the gallery space, therefore, for a 
few days I attended that space to continue the textile healing ritual.

Las técnicas que utilicé las rescaté de mi memoria familiar mujeril. I also 
found it necessary, use and reinterpret the textile techniques of the gauze of 
the Chancay culture (pre-Hispanic civilization that was located on the central 
coast of Peru, between 1200 and 1470 AD). Little is known about the function 
of these gauze, but it is assumed that there is a relationship of these textiles 
with protection ceremonies and magical rituals to connect with the ancestors.

The body-textiles, similar to living organisms, float in space for embrace and 
reconciliation.





PODERES MÁGICOS (MAGICAL POWERS)
Poetry and performance
July, 2019

“El verbo no alimenta” (The verb doesn’t feed) exhibition dedicated to the 
Peruvian poet Blanca Varela (1926-2009) and her poetry, which is inspired by 
her intimacy, her home, the coast of Peru, the beach, Puerto Supe. For this 
project I decided to choose two poems to interpret and play with.
On July 24, days before the National Holidays in Peru, I presented the 
performance “Poderes mágicos” (Magical powers), where I appropriated the 
lyrics of the poem of the same name, to commemorate the recent cases of 
femicide in my country.

While I recited this poetry I made a cut in my abdominal area to bring 
out a woven Peru from inside (This Peru previously accompanied me in 
“2017-121”). At this moment, a red Peru is born from me, as a sign of 
national emergency.

Poderes Mágicos (Magical powers, Blanca Varela)
No importa la hora ni el día
se cierran los ojos
se dan tres golpes con el
pie en el suelo,
se abren los ojos
y todo sigue exactamente igual.

I add:
Everything remains the same
The eyes don’t open
we are on the ground
they hit us
eyes are still closed
doesn’t matter?
It doesn’t matter the time or the day
Does it matter?

Photography: Personal archive.



LA NOCHE ROJA (THE RED NIGHT)
Textile Action and Installation
2018

“La Noche Roja” (The Red Night) is a collective project in which three artists 
from different countries discuss the meaning of origin, night, territory, death 
and their ancestors.
In the course of 6 months of internet calls and virtual conversations, each one 
was weaving a textile segment in red as a daily ritual. We created a story in 
which the origin of life occurred at night through a volcano, and we had to get 
together to weave our fabrics and offer them to mother earth.
In October 2018 we met in the City of La Paz(Bolivia) to make a braid with 
them. A braid-offering that represents our need to link our body with the 
earth and embrace our stories-worlds.

“La Noche Roja”  was braided in the squares of the city to later be installed 
with fertile soil in the room of the Museum of Costumbrista in the city of La 
Paz.

Photography: Personal archive.



MUDAR DE PIEL (Shed of skin)
Textile drawings
2017

In 2017 my health is affected by the relationship to skin cancer. And for 
the exhibition “Woven Cosmovision” I present a project in which I extract 
the organs of my body through drawing to analyze them from another 
perspective. I also make a textile piece called “Mudar de piel”, a drawing-tex-
tile work whose dimension is based on the proportions of my body. In its 
interior a textile universe is reflected where the thread-line tries to narrate 
my family genetic inheritance.

At the moment of presenting it in the museum, I carry out a series of 
photo- performance that symbolizes the detachment of the disease, the 
end-beginning of another stage of my life, growth and expansion of space.

Therefore, similar to the necessary act that snakes perform to continue their 
growth stage, I peel off my skin to place it on a wall with pins. My silhouette is 
reflected, a vestige of a lived stage, my unfolded body inhabiting a new space, 
while I return my trip back to Lima.



SEMILLAS (SEEDS)
Sculptures and videoart
2017

The death of my grandmother Cristina at 100 years old was the starting point 
for making this video art of reconciliation, recognition and healing based on a 
series of actions that link my body, the seed body and the space body. What 
do we understand by life and death? This is how I make 6 textile sculptures 
that for me are a reflection on the origin, the construction of my identity, to 
embrace my family memory and the women around me from whom I feed 
and inspire.

These pieces were woven in techniques that I have learned as a child, and 
the materials remind me of my grandmothers, mother, aunts and sister from 
whom I inherited a textile universe. These six textile seeds become bodies 
that must be sown-buried in nature to make a return to healing possible. Each 
seed has a particular origin and reaction, and the video reflects these possible 
existing universes.

Seed characteristics

SEMILLA DAR (Seed GIVE): It is an offering and reconciliation with my 
femininity. It is a dialogue with my grandmothers.
SEMILLA VOLVER (Seed Back): To reconcile with my memory, my childhood.
SEMILLA SANAR (Seed Heal): To start a process of awareness and bond with 
my nature. Embrace my territory, my inherited foods.
SEMILLA HABLAR (Seed Talk): To reveal traumas, expel them from the body, 
understand that they exist.
SEMILLA LATIR (Seed Beat): To heal every part of the body, spread the blood 
and the body.
SEMILLA RECORDAR (Seed Remember): It is to forgive and let our people rest, 
to start over.

Semillas
Duración 08:51 min
Link: https://vimeo.com/250939948



INTIMO RITUAL (INTIMATE RITUAL)
Corps and photography
2014 - 2016

It is a proposal of self-recognition and dialogue with four women in her family 
that is reflected through the crochet technique. A personal reflection on 
identity that is materialized in four large pieces woven in colors black, gold, 
white and red, to talk about the existing bond with his grandmothers, mother 
and sister.

This approach was made from the questions about the construction of 
sexuality from the visibility of female genitality, resulting in a ritual-creative 
process of reconnection, reconciliation and search for empowerment.

The origin of colors has as its origin the color in the portraits of these women, 
later each color acquires a particular and own personality, they become 
symptoms and presences with autonomy.

Four fabrics
Red: Cristina and her sister
White: Mother
Gold: Maternal grandmother
Black: Paternal grandmother


